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The CSES space mission, an international collaboration between China and Italy, aims at monitor-
ing the perturbations originated by electromagnetic emissions in the ionosphere, magnetosphere
and in the Van Allen radiation belts, and at investigating possible correlations with seismic events.
The Italian collaboration, named LIMADOU, contributed to the mission with the realization of the
High Energy Particle Detector (HEPD), an instrument realized on the basis of a long experience
in developing advanced space detectors for charged and neutral particles and gamma rays – on a
wide range of energies – for applications in solar physics as well as in extra-galactic astrophysics
and cosmology. The CSES Satellite was launched from the Jiuquan Satellite Launch Center on
February 2, 2018 and the expected mission lifetime is 5 years. Satellite data are transferred to the
Institute of Crustal Dynamics (ICD) of the China Earthquake Administration (CEA) in Beĳing,
China. After the donwlink HEPD raw data are transferred to the Italian Ground Segment. In the
IGS, HEPD raw data are processed from level0 to level2 after calibration and equalization in a
high-availability processing server and stored in a high-resilience storage. In this proceeding we
present a schematic of the HEPD detector data structure and the processing pipeline that has been
built at the Italian Space Agency – Space Science Data Center
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1. Introduction

In the framework of the “Limadou fase D2” project, the design activity of the Italian Limadou
Ground Segment at the Space Science Data Center (SSDC) located in the ASI HQ has been carried
out.
This facility performs: storage of all CSES scientific payloads data (level2), storage and processing
of HEPD raw data, storage of the HEPD Level2 data, bookkeeping of all the transferred files,
server to transfer the HEPD level2 to ICD-CEA, access to the CSES data to the Italian Scientific
Community (INFN, INAF, INGV etc. . . ) via the web page of ASI-SSDC.

2. HEPD Detector

The High-Energy Particle Detector (HEPD2), developed by the Italian Collaboration, detects elec-
trons, protons and light nuclei. The main objective is to measure the increase of the electron and
proton fluxes due to short-time perturbations of the radiation belts caused by solar, terrestrial and
anthropic phenomena. The energy range explored is 3 - 100 MeV for electrons and 30 - 200 MeV
for protons.
The instrument consists of several detectors. Two planes of double-side silicon microstrip sen-
sors placed on the top of the instrument provide the direction of the incident particle. Just be-
low, two groups of plastic scintillators, one thin segmented, gives the trigger; they are followed by
a calorimeter, constituted by 16 scintillators planes and a layer of LYSO sensors. A scintillator veto
system completes the instrument. The power supply and electronics are inserted in a box placed at
one side of the detector. The HEPD is contained in an aluminum-honeycomb box. Four different
models have been realized and fully tested: Electrical Model (EM), Structural and Thermal Model
(STM), Qualification Model (QM) and Flight Model (FM). More details can be found in [1] and
[2].

Figure 1: CAD of the HEPD Detector.
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3. HEPD Data Scheme

The reconstruction occurs in three phases, which determine three different data formats, namely 0,
1 and 2, with increasing degree of abstraction.
Raw data as down-linked from CSES are converted to ROOT format (Level0) to be integrated
with the processing software. Level1 data contain all detector responses after calibration and
equalization. Level2 data contain higher level information, such as: estimated energy loss in the
tracker, estimated energy loss in the trigger planes, estimated energy loss in the scintillator tower,
estimated arrival direction, particle identification estimators.

Figure 2: Scheme of the data processing levels and correlations between them.

Further abstraction from level2 is very user-dependent and it must be considered as data analysis
rather than event reconstruction. The same activities of slimming the level2 structure, elaborating it
or skimming the event list after reconstruction can be easily performed with custom-made software,
some example of which are provided. The CSES-HEPD event reconstruction aims at providing
the scientist with high-abstraction-level data, immediately usable stand-alone or in correlation with
observables from other detectors or experiments. This objective has shapen the event reconstruction
software, which is built on criteria of flexibility, scalability and output adaptability.

4. Downlink and Pre-processing

The CSES-Limadou mission’s ground segment consists of two elements: the Chinese Ground
Segment at ICD-CEA and the Italian Ground Segment at SSDC (ASI, Italy). Major elements of
the China Ground Segment are: the Data Receiving System, the Data Processing System and the
Data Application System. Quasi real-time data are transferred to the Italian processing ASI-SSDC.
As soon as new HEPD raw data are available they are automatically processed by a fully automated
pipeline.
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Figure 3: Scheme of the processing pipeline daemons

5. Processing pipeline

The processing pipeline has been developed as several layers of software with an interface to a
processing database and to the storage of the infrastructure. A MySQL Database, with JSON
capability, is used to keep track of the different stages of processing and for data bookkeeping.
The pipeline before the start of the commissioning phase has been extensively tested with HEPD
flight model ground data (cosmic muons). After flight when real data became available the software
and database where adjusted to fit with data size and peculiarity of the flight data. The first part
up to level0 has not changed much from the commissioning phase, while the level0-to-level1 and
level1-to-level2 are constantly adapted to the development of the processing software and fitted to
the payload data acquisition configurations. The high modularity of the pipeline allow to achieve
asynchronously single steps of the processing.
A Database is used keep track of the different stages of processing, to store calibration data. The
main task is the bookkeeping of donwloaded and transferred data, most of the software of the
pipeline has a direct interaction with the database either to insert a record for a new file but also
during the processing to check for new files at each intermediate step. The database is also used
for the timing of processing scripts, at each step in the pipeline after the raw file processing, the
scripts wait for new entries in the database to start the processing of any given file. MySQL 5.7.22
has been chosen as the database framework to ensure compatibility with JSON data format, for the
well know behavior and for availability of large end exhaustive documentation.
As soon as a new file is added to a specified folder in the processing server, it is immediately
registered in the database and a copy of the raw file is sent to the processing chain while the original
file is transferred to a permanent backup area in the storage.

5.1 Data Ingestion: hepd_rawd listening daemon

This software, written in python using an iNotify wrapper, is responsible to watch the upload folder
where the raw data are copied, manage the bookkeeping of the raw files and control the storage.
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As soon as a new file is added to the watched folder, the software fills an entry in the raw_table
inside the database with basic information of the files such as arrival time, filename, filesize etc.. A
copy of the file is put in the storage folder and a copy of the raw file is pushed to a working folder
where the other software of the pipeline is listening for new files, as soon as the copy is made in
the working folder the original file is removed. If any anomaly is encountered in the process the
corrupted file is moved to a given folder for further inspection.

5.2 Level0 Processing: Dataparser, Bin2root

The level0 processing is handled with a python script ran in daemon mode, the process waits
in background an monitors the database for new raw files entries. As soon as a raw data file,
containing data of one half-orbit, is added in the working folder, the dataparser executable is run.
This program performs checks on data transmission goodness between the satellite and the ground
stations. HEPD output data are sent to the satellite via the RS-422 bus in frames of fixed length
(4124 bytes), each one with an header at the beginning of the frame and a checksum at the end. The
dataparser script is responsible to check the sequence and the integrity of each frame, calculating
the checksum and comparing it with the one calculated onboard the satellite and is written at the
end of the frame. It also checks if the first frame of the file has index equal to 1 and if the file ends
correctly. See [3] for more details on the on-board software.
The output will result in a binary file containing only the HEPD scientific information where all the
headers and checksums of the frames have been removed. After the execution of the dataparser,
the raw_file database table is filled with the information of the total number of RS422 frames
and the number of valid RS422 frames (with checksum ok) in the processed file. A more verbose
version, that saves a detailed log file, can be executed in case of particularly corrupted raw files in
order to try to recover some portion of the data. The binary file produced with the dataparser is
then the input of the bin2root script. This software, written in C++, performs minimal operation
on the raw data and is just used to produce the level0 files in the root format.
A root file is produced for each run; a raw file relative to an half-orbit typically contains 5-15 runs
depending on the run duration. Calibration runs, as well as special configuration runs, are saved
with a different name respect to the standard acquisition runs. After the bin2root software is run,
the fields processed and processing_time of the database raw_file table are updated and the
level0_file table is filled. The produced root files are saved in the storage folder and all the
temporary file created in the process are removed.

5.3 Level1 Processing: Reco01

Level1 processing is handled with a python script hepd_l0tol1, ran in daemon mode. which
checks the level1_files table for new files. The deamon hepd_l0tol1 looks for not processed
L0 files in the database every few seconds and if a not processed entry is found the processing
starts. First, with a system of queries to the database, the script pairs each acquisition run with its
calibration run, namely the last calibration file before that run (among the not processed ones). The
number of events in the acquisition run is checked and required to be at least 1.
Then the script produces a configuration file, called steering file. Afterwards the steering file is
produced and it is given to the Reco01 executable. The software is responsible for the recon-
struction of the acquisition runs from Level0 to Level1. This procedure consist in the following
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steps: clustering the silicon tracker signal, correcting the silicon tracker signal for the settling time
and subtracting pedestals from the photo-multiplier’s responses and equalizing them. After the
processing the hepd_l0tol1 script updates the fields in the database table of the L0 files, flagging
as “processed” the runs used during the processing. Furthermore it adds entries in the L1 table,
such us: filename, path, processing_time, ids of the files used in the reconstruction of the new
reconstructed L1s.

5.4 Level2 Processing

Level2 files contain calibrated and equalized data for each detector and projected orbital and asset
information for each event. Also for analysis purposes several on-line cuts are stored and and
several booleans for the event selection are also included in the level2 on event-by-event base. The
level2 production script, hepd_l1tol2 runs a parallelized production of the level2 files using a
batch system to handle several files processed at the same time. The production of a level2 runs the
following step:

• Detector Calibration and Equalization

• Machine Learning Algorithms for event reconstruction

• Propagation of TLE to the particle events

• Propagation of Geomagnetic Coordinates to the particle events

• Production of the finalized Level2 ROOT file

Further details on the Machine Learning techniques can be found in [4]. The level2 production
software is constantly updated to include new variables according to the needs of the data analysis
group.
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